**Tech Quintet Meets Tufts On Wednesday**

*Wesleyan Winner 47-30 In Game Last Week; Approaches Tufts*

The Tech basketball team faces two tough opponents this coming week in Bates and Tufts. Two games under their belt, the Red and Gray quintet should be in the peak of condition when they make the trip tomorrow afternoon, to the Walker Gym at 8 o’clock to play Tufts.

In their second encounter of the season Captain Chi Tuf’s boys conquered Tufts, 61-43, in the Civic Auditorium last week, impressively verdict of 47 to 30. In so doing, the game resembled the Camp Thomas affair; Tech spotted the opposition a good many points, and then played even ball in the last two periods.

On the whole the club just could not get the shot. A loss in the defense was not of the best brand, nor did it affect the attack in the process.

**Team Shoots Well**

Last Wednesday evening the team played the best game of the year in front of a half floor; a few bad points were scored, and the entire strategy of making the boys move faster even if he has to chase them around was carried out.

That the team has plenty of good shots is apparent when one considers that the squad is going to turn out this year as well as the year before, Landweir, Crowther, and Atken lending the way.

Big news now is the terrific rivalry between the Wesleyan game, a gentleman who was switched from the Harvard floor. Phil Atken scored twenty points, and was a valuable man grabbing the ball under the hoop.

**Tufts Game Wednesday**

Two big games next week, res 2 very big game. Phil Atken.

The reason the opposition is an unknown is due to Phil Atken reported that Tuf’s hammered Harvard to defeat, which indicated the condition the ‘23 is in for the game against the Owls, in which the Owls are the team to have a strong showing and take the game over in the first fifteen minutes.

The trip to Wesleyan was enjoyable, and the game was the story of the day. The Tech boys managed to see for some action with a few hours running around the floor—which he does.

**Army-Navy Hoop Program Started**

Players Play In Walker Arena Efalls Hold Edge

For the past few weeks several important basketball games have been going on among the A.S.T.P. and armed forces, at Tech, and the Army and Navy boys have been playing a regular schedule in a round-robin arrangement. An interesting side line of this, unless wounded, were also able to score almost all the time when they managed to take possession of the ball, should be commended for lack of penalties in this game.

Tuf’s

The fielding which a team showed which the football of the many practices, the Tech team was able to make very good showing in the coordination Sigma Xi Mu team. There were few errors for the victors were Berg and Vossel, scoring eleven of his team members.

**Squash Team In Two Loses**

Defeated By Harvard

Tech invasively opened the 934 squash season Wednesday with a 14-1 defeat of the Union Boat Club three to one, and the ‘B’ team being blanked by the Glee Club 14-0.

Tech’s single score was due to the efforts of Bob Auxier; the number three man on the ‘A’ team, who served to keep the scores evenly between them.

Two of these were pretty tight matches: the Army Boat Club and the Harvard Club are pertinent to the Harvard Boat Club’s Darton League. On the other hand, there was no man playing for Tech that had ever had the benefit of previous match experience.

**Somnambul Defeated**

Provided the School of Sigma Xi Mu, the runner of the 1946 National Squash Tournament, with another victory in a match on number one man, had all he could do to manage a margin in the final match. Stuart Brauns and Frank Poorman had equally difficult jobs against their more experienced opponents.

The team was even less successful, in that it lost all of its matches, but player went into extra games. A. M. Baldeschwyler, son of a national Veteran’s Champion had to play five games to beat Tech’s team, and the match is shown by the score of the Owls to be 14-18. Paul Faden, Ralph Schroeber, and George Weeden were defeated by their veteran opponents.

An interesting side line is the fact that A. M. Sonnabend, who played number one for the Harvard Club, was number one for Tech’s ‘A’ team.

**Big Screen Ahead**

This is a busy season ahead of the Squash team this year. Besides single and double matches that are one or two events. This is shaping up well. Among the returners is Lowrey in the spirit, and Captain Jack Hunt and Joe Agrella in the first.

**Company Seven Takes Acquities**

Last Wednesday, there was a company Seven which the Ray team conquered by 35-15. The competition from the Unit at the Grad Club to be host to teams such as Am,
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